
Dear Old First,  
 
Each year, writing these reports, I often think of an audience in the distant future. Of course, 
my reflection is really written for you all reading it before (or during) the meeting! I try 
drawing your attention to a certain focus or pattern, but my summary of our church year 
shouldn’t be a surprise to people who lived through it together. But in a church as old as 
ours, one finds it hard to forget the historical perspective. Annual reports go in the archives 
as a snapshot of church in a specific time and place.  
 
With a year like 2020, we might imagine future generations will be interested in how the 
church responded and how those responses played out. If we step back from the day-to-day 
busyness of keeping online ministry going, it is already an interesting study. I am intensely 
curious about how our responses will play out: What will be the long-term effects of 
changes we have made and experiences we have had after the social distancing of the 
pandemic is behind us and we can gather again in person?   
 
Even before that, who could have imagined we’d be where we find ourselves? I have been in 
ministry more than 30 years, and this situation has been completely new to me! I sometimes 
remark pastorally that “the end of life is not only difficult; it’s an experience we only get one 
shot at... we don’t get any practice dying beforehand.” Pandemics are similar experiences. 
 
But like death, perhaps how we fare through a pandemic is a direct result of how we lived 
before the crisis?  
 
First a word of thanks to our Elders. Their clear, quick and decisive decision that we would 
not meet unless and until EVERYONE could gather safely has been a great help. It has kept 
us all safe. It has also spared us the wasted effort, hope and time of pursuing dead-end plans 
to regather. Instead, we have concentrated on making the most of our “at a distant” church 
life.  
 
I want to thank everyone else too. When we launched -- completely unprepared -- into the 
brave new world of online ministry in March, I trusted we could count on your forgiveness as 
we felt our way into this new incarnation. You opened up to what was strange and new. You 
have been patient when things haven’t worked perfectly. And, as Holly predicted to me 
during that first week, you just roll your eyes sometimes when that’s all we can do!  
 
Old First has fared well because all of you have given your best as we figure out how to 
move through this together.  
 
As I have written above, I often wonder how much lasting change this interlude will account 
for going forward. I suspect this era will be a watershed, that we will remember “we started 
doing that because of / during / after COVID.” I was asking the leaders of our Companionship 
Groups last night to share what lessons we are going to need to take forward with us once 



this is over? It seems to me that we will have much to figure out and learn, but also great 
new resources for when this is over.  
 
For now, I want to share some things about the changes we have seen:  
 

1. Church participation is easier when “the competition” -- all the other things folks 
might do on a Sunday morning (family gatherings, brunch with friends, kids’ sports) 
-- is cut way back! I suspect we won’t be able to recreate yesteryear’s sacrosanct 
Sunday mornings reserved for church. Does this suggest that in the future, we might 
not only offer church in a single, sacrosanct timeslot? Could there be online 
alternatives alongside of in-person gatherings?  
 

2. Church participation is easier with online capabilities; geography or even the ability 
to get out of the house on a Sunday morning no longer limits us. The ability to 
include people at a distance -- ALL OF US DURING COVID’S SOCIAL DISTANCING, but 
also reaching those of us in different states or countries -- makes for miracles. We 
are looking forward to updating our Sanctuary with the technology to maintain this 
capacity. Not only so we can minister to our prodigals and our at-a-distance 
worshipers, but also include folks in the hospital in our Sunday worship. We can have 
preachers from elsewhere. We can include messages from our denomination or 
ministry partners. How else will our ministry need to change if it includes people we 
cannot gather with in person?   
 

3. Church attendance is attractive when people are more conscious of their need for 
community. Suddenly we have all been in some way isolated. And yet, Old First found 
ways to not only keep us together, but actually to bring us closer together. Are there 
ways we need to articulate better what the church community offers? Or should our 
ministry be cast or offered in some specific ways to the lonely? We already had a 
focus and some success on gathering community and building relationships before 
COVID. But our relationships deepened and our community became more of a joy 
during the time of social distancing. What does that say to our ministry going 
forward?   
 

4. Interaction, counterintuitively, is in certain ways easier with Zoom -- we end up 
facing each other, via camera, but closer than in-person across the Sanctuary. We all 
have “nametags.” We can see one another close up.  Everyone has a microphone. 
It’s easier for many to speak from home on your computer than from up in front of 
a crowd in the Sanctuary. Likewise, people like the addition of the “conversation” 
that the chat allows. We need to ask ourselves about how to get people “seeing 
each other” more and finding ways to voice themselves after this is over. It might be 
that Zoom ministry becomes an ongoing assistance to in-person ministry?  
 

5. A spark or energy is added to worship when people share their own experiences -- 
at the passing of the peace, in prayers, in other parts of the service, planned or 



spontaneous. Having added more voices to our worship leadership; and more 
opportunities to hear during service from people about what they think, how they 
experience God, what’s going on in their lives, it remains to be figured out how that 
will affect our in-person worship back in the Sanctuary.  
 

6. Church is essentially about relationships; the whole experience of it and our faith 
itself all becomes more powerful with the increase of the depth or strength of one’s 
relationships to God and the other members of the church. During COVID, our 
companionship groups, Bible study, prayer group, and lunch with the pastor were 
where this happened as people shared more about “the rest of their lives” (beyond 
church). This is particularly important for a downtown church where we mostly only 
see one another at church (we don’t have any of the other, backup occasions / 
reinforcements to see / know more about one another that a neighborhood church 
counts on). How do we continue or even build on the deepening of our closeness 
once we come back? And are there specific ways to translate deeper relationships 
with one another into deepening relations to God?   
 

7. Online ministry has not been particularly effective for our ministry with children or 
our Outreach ministries. Our Sunday School pen pals have been valiantly trying to 
keep church in touch with the kids. And the need of much of our Outreach 
community for material help has insisted on face-to-face ministry with precautions. 
We are still trying to find online options -- a virtual service camp experience is being 
developed, and I’m going to figure out how to create my own video Sunday School 
lessons.  
 

8. The move to online worship was enough of a change / disruption that it essentially 
tamped down our “traditionists’ resistance” to changes in worship. We no longer 
knew what to expect week after week. While we have tried to maintain the comfort 
of a familiar worship tradition online, I suggested before Easter that “now is the time 
to try new things -- we have less resistance to new experiences in worship right now 
than we’ve ever known before.” We have had services we could not have had before 
online worship. The World Communion service with reports from across the world 
church. Reformation Sunday brought us a preacher from Lancaster Seminary 
preaching from Lancaster. (Likewise, twice I led weeks of worship from Martha’s 
Vineyard while I was away visiting my friend Isa in hospice.) The online Christmas 
pageant for Christmas Eve. Las Posadas for Advent 4. We also have had many more 
worship services -- including prayer services occasioned by the news of the day and 
series for seasons. We need to evaluate how people have received those services and 
if more frequent worship services are a benefit to our community.  
 

9. Our worship has had another dimension added by the visual images on the slides 
used for Zoom worship. In the Sanctuary, the visual is the sacred space itself. I like to 
think part of desire to move ahead with the Sanctuary renovation is our recognition 
that visuals matter for worship, that they can be inspiring. But the visual of our 



sacred space is fairly unchanging (of course, that’s part of its power). But people 
have found the addition of thematic images have added to their reflections on the 
Scripture or the sermon or what’s happening in worship. Are there ways that we 
want to add more visuals to our in-person worship?  
 

10. The benefit technology has offered us has changed our feelings about technology 
and worship. As we consider the Sanctuary Renovation, we would not be including 
the technology that we are in the proposal, were it not for this run of Sundays on 
Zoom… Our specific goal is the added reach that online worship provides. But, I 
suspect, we might find other ways that technology can add to our ongoing worship 
traditions.  
 

In all this, it’s been an exciting if exhausting time to do ministry. Not being able to do almost 
anything like we have in the past, has taken a lot of energy. But it has also occasioned a need 
to really reconsider, even deconstruct our traditions, to think about what we do and why. Or 
how we might be able to do it differently. I suspect that last question is very important for 
us to maintain in our bag of tricks, particularly in a time, completely independent of COVID, 
when fewer and fewer people are participating in church, and we need to foster evolution 
as we seek to find new ways to share the gospel with upcoming generations.  
 
In all this, as I say each year at the end of this report, I continue to be honored to do ministry 
alongside the saints of this church, each of you. You are often my inspiration as well as my 
heart.  
 
Faithfully,  
 
Michael  


